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King Philip's Letter to Queen Elizabeth. Vol. I, Plate 42.
King Philip's handwriting, notoriously difficult, is especially so to^ English antiquarians, who
are not accustomed to it. All his official letters to Queen Elizabeth arc in the hand of a secretary;
the only letter to her in his own hand which the present writer has been able to find, is that of 29th
April, 1559, reproduced in facsimile, E,E. Vol. I, plate 42; with line by line transcript, and a translation.
There is little difference between King Philip's o and a, and he sometimes ran the pronoun into the
adjoining word (as is still done in modern Italian but not in Spanish); so it was judged best for a
Spaniard to revise the transcript. And it was decided that although Kin}? Philip's seh would now
be written se lo, and his amy would be a my, it would be better to copy his orthography, without
modernisation.
Despite all the care taken, a few amendments can now be suggested by the Director of the
Academy of History of Spain, the Duke of Berwick and Alba. There are at the Palacio dc Una so
many letters of Philip II to the 3rd Duke of Alba, the victor of Alcdntara, that the present Duke
is presumably familiar with that Monarch's hand.1
The letter of 29th April, 1559, was published for the sake of the contrast between King Philip's
tone towards Elizabeth, and his orders about her, as given by him to his Ambassador the same day.
That dellos should be delicts, and tnuy should be mas, and por derto should be sea cicrtti, and
deseo should be desea, &c. &c., leaves the main points still unaltered. But although thet suggested
amendments are matters of orthography rather than of meaning, the transcript is now reprinted.
Forwarded to the subscribers at the same time as Volume VT it is intended to be substituted
for the descriptive page covering plate 42 of Vol. I (November, 1924).
The word " Serma" (clearly so written) is short for " SertxasiAma? an abbreviation still in use
in Spain.
-- j"j*	r.s annotations; facsimile, facing p. 92, of the Duke's Ditcurw on n
Madrid, 1919,  ( Cam del Duque de Alba al fay y rcspucsta faff en k margen iss.

